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(  C  ) 1. There is no school tomorrow because it’s a            holiday. 

        (A)glad  (B)born  (C)national  (D)surprised 

(  D  ) 2. Leo is            to go on a family trip during this summer vacation. 

        (A)reaching  (B)rolling  (C)driving  (D)expecting 

(  A  ) 3. Don’t be            by Jacky.  He took the money, not Rita. 

        (A)fooled  (B)dropped  (C)dug  (D)interested 

(  C  ) 4. Computers and e-books are important            for teachers and students now. 

        (A)clubs  (B)facts  (C)tools  (D)lessons 

(  C  ) 5. Lisa always wears black or gray.  She never wears            colors like red or yellow. 

 (A)blind  (B)round  (C)bright  (D)stupid 

(  B  ) 6. The            shows that we should sleep at least seven hours a night to get enough sleep. 

(A)list  (B)study  (C)sight  (D)reason 

(  D  ) 7. John and Peter usually play on the            at the park after piano class. 

(A)gym  (B)church  (C)chalk  (D)swings 

(  B  ) 8. Jack’s previous(以前的) work experience            him to make meeting reports easily. 

        (A)shows  (B)allows  (C)treats  (D)interests 

(  D  ) 9. Lucy got a cold yesterday.  She covered herself with a            and drank a cup of hot tea. 

  (A)glue  (B)marker  (C)planet  (D)blanket 

(  C  ) 10. Nelson always studies hard, so he gets good            on every subject. 

        (A)pipes  (B)sides  (C)grades  (D)quizzes 

(  A  ) 11. Mrs. Lin was so angry because Sam            on the test. 

(A)cheated  (B)tried  (C)lived  (D)created 

(  C  ) 12. Mary is a           .  She knows almost everything about her shop. 

(A)singer  (B)secretary  (C)shopkeeper  (D)lawyer 

(  B  ) 13. Helen            onions(洋蔥).  She never eats anything with onions. 

(A)loves  (B)hates  (C)wakes  (D)speaks 

(  D  ) 14. The basketball game last night was very           .  Alex got three points in the last second to win the  

          game. 

(A)interesting  (B)hard-working  (C)loving  (D)exciting 

(  D  ) 15. Kevin was not happy yesterday.  Today, a smile finally            on his face. 

(A)led  (B)ended  (C)closed  (D)appeared 

(  B  ) 16. Mark is a            student.  He never does his homework or takes notes in class. 

  (A)thirsty  (B)lazy  (C)polite  (D)honest 

(  A  ) 17. After we got to the restaurant, the waiter            us to our table.  We had a wonderful evening. 

(A)led  (B)lied  (C)answered  (D)treated 

(  D  ) 18. It is going to rain.  Look at the            in the sky. 

(A)waves  (B)lists  (C)height  (D)clouds 

(  B  ) 19. These shoes are too small and make my            hurt. 

(A)fingers  (B)toes  (C)keywords  (D)lessons 

(  A  ) 20. Anderson is            a hole to hide his favorite toy. 

        (A)digging  (B)dropping  (C)fooling  (D)teaching 
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